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INDEPENDENCE RESULTS
SAHARON

SHELAH1

Abstract. We prove independence results concerning the number of nonisomorphic models
(using the S-chain condition and S-properness) and the consistency of "ZCF + 21o = $2 +
there is a universal linear order of power R,". Most of these results were announced in [Sh 4],
[Sh 5].
In subsequent papers we shall prove an analog f MA for forcing which does not destroy
stationary subsets of w,, investigate -9-properness for various filters and prove the consistency
with G.C.H. of an axiom implying SH (for a,), and connected results.

?1. Isomorphismof subsets of w2. In this section, for sequences , >,

n

if

r n = v r n, so Enqis an equivalence relation.
By [Sh 1, Theorem VIII, 1.8] if T is a complete 80-unstable (first-order)theory,
T c T1, IT, = X0,then for xo <A < 2Ko,I(A, T1, T) = 2A(I(A,T1, T), the number
of nonisomorphic models of cardinality A,which are in PC(T1, T) = the class of
L(T)-reducts of models of T1). By [Sh 1] we can replace I1T' = x0 by I1T' < A,
2Ko< 2A(even less). It was also proved in [Sh 1, Theorem VIII, 2.20] that for any
complete 80-unstable T, x0 < A < 2Ko,ITI < A, I(A, T) = 2A. It was asked (see
[Sh 1, VIII]) whether for any complete 40-unstable T, T c T1, IT11 < A < 20o,
I(A, T1, T) = 2A,i.e. whether we can prove this in ZFC. We shall show that this is
not the case.
THEOREM 1.1. (1) Let T = Th((w2, Eoq,Esp, ...)) (so Tis countable complete, iounstable but superstable).Then, if ZFC is consistent,it is consistent with ZFC, that
= x1,I(x1, T1, T) = 1. Also Thas a universalmodel in x1.
for some T1, T c T1, IT1'I
Notation 1.2. Let T1 be the following theory: it consists of (i) T, (ii)" a sentence
saying that for any x0, yo, n < c, z H. F.(xo, yo, z) is an automorphism of the
H
F(xo, z) is
L(T)-reduction of the model taking xo/En to yo/E, and (iii) z F
a one-to-one function from the model into {x: xExo for all n < w}, (iv)
if
{E,(c,,, cj (vn= tn) :7, i e w2, 7, v are constructible (i.e. in L} (c is an individual
constant) where (pif (statement) is qpif the statement is true and (p otherwise. Let g <
v mean g is an initial segment of v.
Claim 1.3. (1) T1 is a theory (i.e. is consistent), T c T1, ITII = 41 and every
model in PC(T1, T) of cardinality sx is isomorphic to a model of the form (A x cW,
E0, El, ...) where
(i) A c w2,(,, a)E.(v, P) iff YEsqV
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(ii) for every

i to

1),

w2 there is an automorphism of (A U O0>2,<) taking

V,

(iii) A includes all the constructible members of w2.
Claim 1.4. For proving 1.1, it suffices to prove the following. Suppose (for
simplicity only), V = L, and find a forcing notion P, such that:
(1) P satisfies the countable chain condition, I P I = x2 hence in VP, 21o = 2;
(2) in VP, RL (the set of constructible reals) is of the second category;
002 are everywhere of the second category, JAI= IBI = X1,then
(3) if A, B
(B U w>2,<).
(A U w>2,<)
Let us first concentrate on the induction step.
Claim 1.5. Suppose for every limit 3 < cvl,9'3 is a countable family of subsets of a.
e
wEc:
Suppose W is a subset of w>cvclosed under initial segments, and W. =
A}for
n < w -+ r n e W}. So on W. a natural topology is defined ({e e W,,,:i<
any v e W is a basic open set). Let PObe a countable set of partial automorphisms
[i.e. functions f, with domain and range c w2,preserving -< and length] of (W, <)
such that
(a) forfe PO, Domf is closed under initial segments;
(b) iffe PO,ga finite automorphism,f U g a partial automorphism thenf U g e PO.
Suppose A, B are subsets of W,, everywhere of the second category, and fe PO,
eA, eBimplies { r[n :n < cl} n Domf,{ r[n:n < cl} n Rangefarefinite;
then there is a forcing notion P, such that
(A) IPI =
(B) 0 I-P "(A U W <), (B U W, <) are isomorphic";
(C) there is a one-to-one function f from P onto co, such that for any limit 3 <
cv1,and Sc 9s3, f-i(S) = {p e P: f(p) e S} is predense in P, provided that it is
predense in f-(a);
(D) PO c P, moreover we can assume f extends a given one-to-one function fo
from POonto co.
PROOF OF 1.5. Let P0 be the set of partial isomorphisms f from (A U W, <)
into (B U W, <) such that for some g e PO,and 0, ..., G9-l e A, g c f and
Domf-

Dom g

C

{y r a: 1 < k, a < w-}.

So f determines go, . k., gk-l uniquely. Let m(f) = min{m <cl: for 1 < k, g r m<
Domf implies -< -y4 and letf r m = f r { e W: for no 1, r 9< A, or 1(g~)<
m} (so f r me POwhen m 2 m(f)).
POsatisfies condition (B) but not necessarily (C) (notice (C) will assure us usually
that P satisfies the countable chain condition, which does not hold here, as the
number of possible images of any 9 e A is )
We shall define by induction on i < cv1,fi, Ai, Bi (i < cvi) such that:
(a) Ai z A, Bi ' B and both are countable;
(b) the Ai are pairwise disjoint, similarly the B1;
(c) Ai, Bi are dense (i.e., not disjoint to any basic subset of A U W);
(d) let A = {xQ:i < c),}, B = {xA:i < a),}, then xe E Ui<2a~i, x1E Ui< Bi;
(e) let 4a = <(i: i < a>* Ba = <Bi: i < a>, and
we

Pa = P(Aa,Ba) = {gePO: Domg C U Ai U W, xeAj
i<c

g(x)e

Bj},
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Thenfa is a one-to-one function from Pa onto co(1 + a);
(f) fi is increasing;
(g) if /3 < a, S E'w(1=- ) f 1(S) is predense in pa, f E pa, g E PO then either
for some h efp1(S),f U g U he Pa or for some m < cofor no h ef~1(S), (f r m)
U g U he pa.
Clearly it suffices to assume Ai, Bi (i < a), fa are defined, and are as required,
and to define appropriately Aa, BaO,
fa+. For this let W = {Al: 1 < c} and we shall
define by induction on k < cl), sets Ak, Bk such that:
(i) Ak c A - Ui<a Ai, Bk c B- U<a Bi, Ak (k < co)is increasing and Bk
(k < a) is increasing;
(ii) IAkI + JBkJ < k + 1;
(iii) if a is even, let j < c be minimal such that x9 t U<<aAi, and let AO {X-l,
BO = 0, and if a is odd let j be minimal such that xi 0 U<<aAi and let A =0,
BO-=
e Ak, p -< A, and if k = 21 + 2 for some E
(iv) if k = 21 + 1 for some E
Bk, al < 7;

(v) P = P(Aa<Ak>, BTV<Bk>) (defined as in (e)) satisfies (g).
Ak, Ba = Uk<wBk. By (ii), Aa, Ba are counIf we succeed we shall let Aa = Uk<wo
table; by (i) they are disjoint to U<<aAi, Ui<a Bi resp.; by (iv) they are dense; by
(iii) they satisfy (d). Last and most important, (g) is satisfied because
pa+1 = U P(A-<Ak>, BP<Bk>)
k<w

by the finite character of PO(and as being compatible in pa+1 is equivalent to being
compatible in PO).
Then we have to define fa+1 which presents no problems. So let us carry the
induction on k.
Case 1. k = 0.
Define AO,BOby (iii). Thus (i), (ii) hold trivially,(iv) is empty, and (v) immediate
as by definition
P(Aa^ <AO>, Ba <BO>) = P(Aa, Ba)

=

Pa

and Pa satisfies (g).
Case 2. k = 21 + 1 and we want to define for k + 1.
Same as Case 3.
Case 3. k = 21, and we want to define for k + 1.
If we can find g E CO= {7]: e A - Ui<aAi U Ak, ry -< r} such that Ak+1 =
Ak U {,y}, Bk+1 = Bk satisfy (v) then (as (i)-(iv) hold trivially) we are finished. So
such that fa-1(S7) is predense in
for every r E Co there are: P = P/3, S,7 E 9'(1+0)
e P(Aa<Ak>, Bk^<Ak>)
P(Aa kAk>, BK<Bk>), and g,7 e P0, and
Pa (hence in fPa
and v e Bk, such that: f,', the extension of A by 7] r a a-i r a (a < cl))belong to
PO,is compatible with g., but not with g,, U h for any h eifa-(S,7), but for every
m < co, for some hef-1(S7),f
r m U g,7 U he PO.
As A is everywhereof the second category, and UK<aAiU Akis countable clearly
COis of the second category. The number of possible S,, is countable (as Up<aS,(l+p)
is), and similarlyf,,, V, go. Hence for some C c COof the second category, S e
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Sco(l+p),fo e P(AK<Ak>, YK<Bk>),go e PO, vo E Bk for every g e C, S7
= o, and go = go.
fo,

=

Sfv

=

We shall prove that C is nowhere dense, hence get a contradiction so finishing
the induction on k and thus finishing the induction on a, and this will clearly finish
{f: g e Domf, ie Range f} are
the proof of 1.5; for (B) note the sets D,=
predense.
So suppose p e W, and we shall find p' E W, p -< p' such that {a E Wt:
p' -< A} is disjoint to C. If p' = p is not as required, choose rj E C, p -<7, let
[>: r < w}, so for every m ? m (fi) for some hmEfl(S)
[, Vo r
fl= fo U {<7 r
((Arm) U go U hm)e PO.Let l=l (p) + m(f1)+ 1 and m > I minimal such that
vo rm ? Range ((fi r 1) U go U hi) and pl be that ((fi r 1) U go U hi) (pl r (mr-1))
r (mi- 1), and pl ? Dom ((fi r 1) Ugo U hi). Clearly pl -<70 E W,) nC implies
-o

(fo U {<7gOr V,0 [ r>:r }<a) U go U hie PO.
So p' -< 7l e- W,)

-+

77l ? C.

Using the lemma we can choose Yj appropriately, assure P satisfy the countable
chain condition and RLremains of the second category (see below). However, if we
repeat the iteration as in Solovay and Tenenbaum [ST], it is not clear why RL remains of the second category. So we introduce:
DEFINITION 1.6. (1) A sequence S = <Ya: 5 < cl, limit> is an sl-oracle if
(i) 9' is a transitive countable set, a + 1 c Ya, and 9' is quite closed, e.g. it is
a model of ZFC except the power-set axiom;
(ii) for any A C al1, {5 < Co,: Anfla E } is stationary.
(2) S' is a proper extension of S if: S9x, e x and there isf e x from co onto
Mix, for a closed unbounded set of a's.
set.
(3) We call S a strong 81-oracle if in (ii) the set contains a closed unbounded
Claim 1.7. (1) If O K1holds, then there is an 81-oracle.
in fact every x1 81-oracles has a
(2) Every 81-oracle has a proper extension;
common proper extension.
(3) If S is an sl-oracle,
Ma a model with universe (o1 and countable language
then {a: <Mi r a: i < a> e 9a} is stationary.
(S an 81P satisfies the S-chain condition
DEFINITION 1.8. A forcing notion
oracle), if for every P' c P, IP'I ? xi, there are P", P' c P", IP"I < x1, and a
one-to-one function f from P" into co,, and A c co,, such that:
is predense in
(*) if A n a e
(a limit < co), Se Ya, S cs 5, and f-l(S)
is predense in P.
< 5} thenf-1(S)
f-1(5) = {p e P":f(p)
5
REMARK. Notice that for an sl-oracle
S, 9(S) = {{U: An a
A c cWl} is a nomal filter over cl,, so our demand is: "there is B e 9(S) such that
for every s e B...".

Ad

Eya a < o}

Claim 1.9. If P satisfies the S-chain condition then
(1) for any one-to-one functions from P" into co,, for some A
tion 1.7 holds;

c o,, (*) of Defini-

(2) P satisfies the 81-chain condition.
and P satisfy
LEMMA 1 .10. If S is a proper extension of some S' (both ti-oracles),
the S-chain condition, then in VP, Rv is still of the second category (similarly for any
(W,)v for Was in 1.5).
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PROOF. Suppose not. Thus in VP there is A = UA_ DRV, An closed nowhere
dense sets of reals. So A = <An: n < co>has a name A = <An:n < co>and there
are pk,", pt,, (k < I, v E w>2,n < Io) such that:
(a) {pkw: k < cv}is a maximal antichain in P;
(b) P V.IP "4A,is disjoint to {?7e a2: pk < rye;
(c) -< pk, ,ew>2.
E
Apply Definition 1.7 for ' = {pk,,: k, n < c, v e '>2} so we have appropriate
c A
S' is an x1-oracle and,
P"f,P' c P" c P, IP"I < Xif: P" -* ci, and
c,. As
S a proper extension, for some limit u < cv,, A nf e Y, and {<k, n, V,pk
k, n < cv,v e w0>2}e 9a and {(f(p),f(q)): p, q e P",p < q} e Y and Ma e 9'd.
Every closed nowhere dense subset of w2is representable by a real, so there are
only countable many such sets representable in Ya, so as 9j "consider" Ad as a
countable set there is A* e Hi* which is in no nowhere dense subsets of w2representable in Hi.

Let

Qn={pk n: k < It, pkn _< 7)*, v) E W}

So clearly f(Q,,) e Hi: If it is predense in P. then q It- ",* X 4,," for every n
and it is predense inf-i(5) by the choice of A*. So we finish by the S-chain condition.
LEMMA
1.11. If Pa (oa < d) is an increasingcontinuoussequence of forcing notions
the
S-chain condition,then theirdirect limit satisfies it too.
satisfying
LEMMA 1.12. Suppose P satisfies the S-chain condition, IP1I< Xi. Then in VP
there is an Xl-oracle S' (defined uniformly) such that if in VP Q satisfies the S'chain condition, then P * Q satisfies the S-chain condition in V.
PROOF. W.l.o.g. the set of elements of P is cv1,such that for limit 5, if p, q < s
have a common upper bound, then they have a common upper bound < J. Let
U = {5: 5 < cv), limit, and every Se Yj which is predense in P [r is predense in
PI.

We define SY as Yj U {a e VP: a, and every member of its transitive closure,
have a name (in V) which is in Yj} if s e U, and as Yj otherwise. We leave the
details to the reader.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1, CLAIM 1.4. Just combine all claims and lemmas. Note
that by Claim 1.5 for a given 8i-oracle S we can construct P as there with the Schain condition.
REMARK. Noting 1.7(2), clearly instead of working with an S, iterating X2 times,
we can at each stage add one more S. Thus we can make 1.4 true not only for w>2,
but for any W as in 1.5.
REMARK. It may be instructive here to remember Baumgartner [B]. He proved
the consistency of ZFC + 2Ko= x2with "every two subsets of R (reals, in the usual
sense) of cardinality si which are Xi-dense (i.e. any interval has cardinality Xi) are
isomorphic". He makes iterated forcing satisfying the countable chain condition.
Given two such sets of reals, A, B the obvious forcing (finite isomorphism), fail to
satisfy the countable chain condition so he decomposes each to N, pairwise disjoint
countable dense sets Aa (a < cvo),Ba (a < cvl) and looks only at finite isomorphisms
f, x E Aa = f(x) e Ba. Now the obvious reason for the failure of the countable chain
condition disappears, and using CH he proves we can find a decomposition in
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which it holds. But as he iterates (02 times, CH is still true in any intermediatestep,
so he can finish.
We use similar decompositions, but in their construction we use the fact that
A, B are of the second category and we have to preservethe fact that (w2)Lremains
of the second category. In particular, it is not obvious why this will be preserved
at limit stages. So we use the method of [Sh 2], represented differently, i.e. the Schain condition. Note that we could have alternatively used forcing as in the proof
of the consistency of the nonexistence of P-points (see Wimmers [W]).
However, Baumgartner's forcing P cannot satisfy an S-chain condition. This
will be discussed somewhere else. For this, and a more detailed exposition of forcing with the oracle chain condition, see [Sh 3].
?2. Nonsuperstabletheories. By [Sh 1, VII, ?2], if T is not superstable, T c T1,
A > IT11+ xl then J(A, T1, T) 2A,except maybe when all the following condiIt was asked whethtions hold: A = IT,1,T1 # T, A1o> A,and even A < E ,<Au110.
er we can omit those restrictions, and we shall show that we cannot.
THEOREM 2.1. Let T = TH(w(w1)Eoq, Elsq, ...) (so T is a countable, complete,
stable but not superstabletheory). Then (if ZFC is consistent) it is consistent with
ZFC thatfor some T1, T C T1, IT1j=1 and I(t1, T1, T) = 1. Also Thas a universal
model of power sl.
Notation 2.2. Let T, be the following theory: it consists of T, for n < w a sentence
saying that for any x0, yo, z > F"(xo,yo, z) is a mapping from xo/En onto yo/E",
preserving all the Em's and z F(xo, z) is a one-to-one function from the model
into {x: xExo for all n < w}, and {E"(c. , cp)if( n-vtn) I, v E w2 are constructible} (c. an individual constant).
Claim 2.3. (1) T1 is a theory (i.e. consistent) and every model in PC(T1, T) of
cardinality Hl is isomorphic to a model of the form (A x wl, E0, El, ...) where
(i) A c:
l;
(ii) (a, i)En(vj) iff V r n = v r n.
Claim 2.4. For proving 2. 1, it suffices to prove the following.
Suppose (for simplicity only) that V = L, and find a forcing notion P such that
(1) IPI = x2, P does not collapse sl, x2 and in VP,2K0= N2;
(2) in VP, (wwo)n L is a subset of Sal of the second category;
(3) if Hal n L c A, B c ww1,and for each limit as < Al, A* e 0>5,A fn{aE
-< V}, B n {vE w: v U< oa, v* < I}are of the second
0 U.<ja,
(B U w>l, <)
category, then (A U W>wi,<)

a

a*

?3. Proper forcing.
DEFINITION 3.1. (1) A forcing notion P is A-proper,where A is a regular cardinal
(if A = xi we omit it) provided that the following holds.
If Ia, {p: i < is} is predense in P for a < ao, i* = Ua<ao ia U ao, p E P then
CU i*, wU< A, u n Ais an initial segment of A and there is a que P,
u = {u u
>
qu p, above which Iu = {PA: i s U} is predense, for each E E U} contains a
closed unbounded subset of P<(i*) = {U: U c i*, IUI < A}.
(2) U is a closed unbounded subset of P<A(i*)if for some model M with countable
language with universe i*, U = {INI: N -< M, ItNJi< A, INi nA an initial segment
of A}. The last phrase is not needed for A = tq. An alternative definition is: U is
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unbounded [VA e P</(i*)] [3B e P<A(i*)](Ac B) and closed under union of increasing sequences of length 2.
(3) In (2) we shall say M exemplifies U is closed unbounded (or for (1) contains
a closed unbounded set).
Claim 3.2. (1) In Definition 3.1 it suffices to assume it holds for Ia maximal
antichains.
(2) If Definition 3.1 holds, then for any ordinal ao, p E P and predense subsets
It = {p: i e At c aO} of P, (t = A c 0>ao) for a closed unbounded set of Ue
P<jao), for some Pu e P. IU = {pt i e At nf U} is predense above Pu for every
te(w>U) fl A, andpu ?p.
PROOF. (1) We assume the statement in Definition 3.1 holds for antichains,
suppose Ia = {pa: i < isJ (a < ao) are predense in P, and show U contains a
closed unbounded subset of P<A(i*).(The other direction is trivial.)
For each a, among the antichains {qj: j < j'} c P satisfying: for each.j < j'
for some i < ia,p' < qj, choose a maximal one Ja = {qq:j < ja} and letfa: ja ia
be such that pfa(j) < qq. Clearly Ja exist by Zorn's Lemma. It is maximal (among
antichains in general) as Ia is predense.
By the hypothesis there is a model MOwith countable language, such that for
any N -< MO, IINII< 2, INi n A an ordinal there is rN ? p, rN E P, above which
JN = {qq:j < jI, j E N} is predense for each a e N. Let f be a two-place function
on ao0,f(a, j) = fa(j) when defined and zero otherwise. M = (MO, f) is a model
exemplifying the properness of P for the Ia.
(2) Easy.
LEMMA3.3. Suppose 2 is regular, P is 2-proper(in V), and Q is 2-properin VP.
Then P * Q is 2-properin V.
PROOF. Remember that elements of P * Q, are pairs (p, q), 0 vph "q E Q", and
i P2 and P2 k-P "q1 < q2". So let Ia = {(p,, qua):i < Io}
(pi, q1) < (P2, q2) iff P = P1
be maximal antichains in P * Q for a < ao. Let G be a generic set for P, and Aa =
{i < ia: p ea G}, JO = {q'q: i E Al}. As Q is 2-proper, there is a model M1 as in
be their
Definition 3.1, and w.l.o.g. it has Skolem functions Fj(f). Let M1, Fn(&cn)
=i*
E
a
every
for
So
i*
2
names in V and for notational simplicity let
IPI.
a
function
<
and
c
f such
P,
there is a maximal antichain Jn = {pt'an i < ia,n i*}
that

p4

n fP

"Fn(a) =f(a,

n, i)" (andf(a,

n, i) is an ordinal < i*).

Now we apply Definition 3.1 (or more exactly Claim 3.2(2)) to the family:
I=

{pti

< io}

Jan(a < ao, aew>(i*),n

< w)

and get a model MO,IM01= i*. Let M = (MO,f) and we shall prove it exemplifies
the demand from Definition 3.1 for the Ia.
1INII< 2, INi
> p, such that above it

So let N < (M, f),
PN E P, PN

n 2 be

an ordinal. By its definition, there is

{Pt
idi,ni,
{P q1 i < iaE
are predense, for acE N, a E N. By the definition of Ja, and as INI is closed under
f, PN force Fn(a) to be in IN . Let G c P be generic, PN E G. As M1 (in VP) has
Skolem functions, it forces INI to be the universe of an elementary submodel of
j
M1. So in VP = V[G] there is qN E Q such that above it JO = {qq: pa e G, i INI}
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is predense for a E N and qN ? q. It is now easy to finish.
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose Pn+1 = Pn * Qn, PO trivial, and Qn+l is proper in VP". Then
the inverselimit P of the Pn is proper.
PROOF. Clearly an element of P has the form #
<qn: n < a>, q r k F-Pk+1
=
C
So suppose Ia
" E Qk".
P (a < ao) are predense in P. For
{qq: i < ia}
regular X big enough let MO= (H(,k), e, P, IF-)("big enough" means P E H(i0)
and names of elements which will be in H(Rk)are in H(Ak)).
Let N -< MO, JINtl< A, JNi n A be an ordinal, p E P n Nand we shall prove
that there is q E P above which ia n N (a e N) are predense. This is sufficient,
for first expand MO to M1 by adding Skolem functions, then expand M1 to M2
by adding for each formula a relation equivalent to it, reduce M2 to M3 by throwing
away the functions, and M will be the submodel of M3 with universe i* -

ia Ua0o.
Uea<ao
Let the ordinals in N be {r(l): / < w}.
We now

define

by induction

on n

n N and Pn-names an such that

P

(a) above <to

.. ,-1t>

>

Pn,

{

<

(XX

rn: i <

t,

E

Qn

(i.e.,

<

"trnEQC rn )

, r_1 >

1P

E

..

qr(n)

r n is in

set of Pn if there is such an i, and i* otherwise. So by (a), <to,
on < i*";
(d) < r05..

*

ia, i E N} is predense, for each a E N;

(b) rn* < rn*1 rn*r n
rO G-1
r >;
(c) an is the following Pn-name: the first i E N such that
<

g5 1fPn

n

-sq

...,

the generic
tn->

ivPn

(n)<r

It is easy to see that if we succeed, * = <tro ti, ... > E P, and for each a E N,
for some I < av,a = r(l), and so ["a," e=N and dry) will be in the generic set".
So we have to do the induction step. For n = 0 there is no problem. So suppose
trn*,
...
o,.
n- are defined, as we shall define
n
We define ?," r * by (b)-(d). Now let Gn be a generic set for P, to which <to,...,
rt,

t-1 > belongs, and we work for a while in V[Gn]. So now ao,

, on are ordinals <

i*, in fact E N. So Qn E N[G] and In = {qy(n): qt r n E G-} E N[G] as well as <Ia:
a < ao>, and In is predense in Qn.
Now in MO[Gn]there is a model M1 with universe i* (and countable language)
with Skolem functions w.l.o.g. such that if N1 -< M1, I1N111
= Ho,
N5 l no), is an
ordinal, then for some r E Qn, {qg(n) E In: i E N1} is predense over r for every
CE N1.

Let F = <Fm: m < cv>be the functions of N1, so M1, F E N (more exactly
such names are in N), so for every d E i* f N, n < cv, {p E Pn: P 1F Fn(d) = P
for some P}is predense in Panbelongs to N. Hence its intersection with N is predense above <to, ..., tn-1>; hence <to, ..., t-i> 1F "`Fn(d) E N". So in V[Gn], INI
i* is the universe of an elementary submodel of M1. As <to, ..., t-1i> c Gn5
also r*(n) E Qn,and we can relativize the above discussion to {r E Qn: r ? r*(n)}.
So there is rn E Qn, r*(n) < rn, above which {qy(n) E In: i E N} is predense
for a C N. Now rn (its name) is as required.
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose PO is trivial, Pi+, = Pi * Qt (i < a) for limit a < a, Pa is
the inverselimit if cf s = s0, and the direct limit otherwise.
If qSIHPi "Qi is proper" then Pa is proper.
PROOF.Like 3.4 (if N -< MO in N n a, there is a last element, trivial; otherwise

n
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there are rn < r7+i E N n a, unbounded in N n a, and repeat the previous
argument (proving simultaneously, by induction on a, that if p"+, is a Pm,-name
of a member of Prn?i' Pn+i r rn"= then there is q in Pa above all pn, i.e. q r rn
force pn+, < q).
3.6. Assume

Conclusion

281

-

the 82-chain

IPI = x2, satisfying

N2, 280 = N1, then there is a forcing notion
such that in VP, for any proper
condition,

P,

Q,

IQI= x1,and dense sets -i c Q(i < Wi) there is G c Q generic for the -i's.
support W2 times forcings with universe w1.
PROOF. We iterate with countable
Then by 3.5, P is proper, so x1 is not collapsed. As to the 82-chain condition note
that even if FPI= s1, VP # IQI= H1,P * Q is not of power x1 (as we have many
names) however by the properness, above any condition there is a condition with
countable history, and then we can apply the 4-system argument. The rest is trivial.
survey
of proper forcing see the forthcoming
REMARK. (1) For a full development
of E. Wimmers [W].
iterate X
by the proof of the 82-chain condition,
(2) If one is left unconvinced
times with countable support, X the first strongly inaccessible.
?4. Now we combine the methods of ? 1 (S-chain condition) and ?3 (properness)
to prove Theorem 2.1.
DEFINITION 4.1. A forcing notion P is S-proper, for an 81-oracle S (see Defini=
tion 1.6) if for every P' c P, IP'I < x1, p* E P, there are P", P' c P",IP"t
function from P" into wi, and A c Wi such that
x1, and a one-to-one
(*) if And 3SE Y, then there is p E P, p ? p*, such that: if S E Y,5 S c: s,
is predense in f-1(3), then f-1(S) is predense above p.
Claim 4.2. If P is S-proper then
(1) in Definition 4.1, we can replace f by any other one-to-one function f' from
P" into wi, and then we need to change A only;
(2) if S is a strong 81-oracle, then P is proper, provided that IPI = H1.
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose S is a proper extension of S', both 81-oracles and P are SV is still of the second category (and similarly for any
proper. Then in VP, (w>2)

f-l(S)

n

W as in 1.5).
PROOF. Like 1.10.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose P is S-proper, IPI < x1. Then in VP there is an 81-oracle S'
(defined uniformly so we denote it by SP or S[G] if G c P is generic) such that for
any S'-proper Q E VP, P * Q is S-proper. It is done in such a way that SP*Q = (SP)Q.
PROOF. Like 1.12. We assume the set of elements of P is wi. By the S-properness
for some A c w1, An a3E YA implies that for every
of P, and few manipulations
p < s, there is p' > p, such that: Se Y,5 S c s, S predense in P
implies S is predense in P above p'. Let G c P be generic, then clearly
<

U ={

P

1:

e3 limit and for some p cEG, if S EY,5

n a then

it is predense

in P above pa (hence S

S c

n

na

above p

es is predense
G :

in

O)}

u

0.

#
if B C wj, B E V, B # 0 mod -s, then B n
Moreover
is nonempty.
Now S' =
otherwise.
We define Y' = Y, [G n a] for 3 e U, and arbitrarily
<Yj': e < ) > shows our conclusion. Note that G n a is generic for P r s in Yj, for
every es e U, so Y' is of the right form.
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Also S has the "diamond property". For if B c co,i in VGJ, B e V is a name.
? B}. Clearly I(.B, a) is predense, and
(in V)

Let I(J, a) be {p: p h-P a E B or p IP a

n a is predense in Pjla}
is closed unbounded. So s e C n U implies A fl a EY[G n a] =H
C = {a: for every a < a, I(J, a)

We leave the rest to the reader.
P, * QM,Po trivial, Qnis SP--properfor n < w. Then
the inverse limit P of the Pn is S-proper.
PROOF.Like 3, 4, with a little more checking.
LEMMA4.6. SupposePo is trivial, Pi+, = Pi * Q5(i < 3) for limit cs < a, cf s =
c, Pa is the inverselimit of Pi (i < d), andfor limit s < a, cf s > co,P5 is the direct
limit of Pi.
If Qi is SPi-properIQiI=x1,then Pc, is S-proper.
PROOF.Like 3.5.
Now we return to Theorem 2.1.
2.1. Clearly it suffices to prove 2.4 and assume V = L. It
PROOFOF THEOREM
suffices to prove:
(*) For an oracle S, and A, B c CL)Wi as in 2.4 (3) there is an S-proper forcing
Q, Qj = Xi,
LEMMA4.5. Suppose Pn+1 =

(B Uw>(wl,

1I-Q(A Uw>col, <)

For then we iterate the forcing Qi, Pi (i < w2), as in 4.6. jPiJ = s each time
dealing with one isomorphism, and so U<W2 Pi (as in the proof of 3.6 it satisfies
the x2-chain condition) is as required in 2.4. Hence prove 2.1 (by 2.4).
PROOFOF (*). We let Q* be the set of partial isomorphisms from (A U C>W1,
<1) onto (B U 0>, <1), Dom f= X (A U o>oi), such that for some limit or
zero a < ov1, and finite A _ 0>Wi,f r (Dom f - A) is an isomorphism from
o>a u ( ,a n A) onto 0>a u (oa]nB). The a is unique and we denote it by
a(f).
E
Trivially for v E A U w>co, {f E Q*: V E Domf} is dense in Q*, and for
B U 0>Wi, {fe Q*: V E Rangef} is dense in Q*. So we have to prove only that Q*
is S-proper. For this we do a preliminary S-proper forcing (iterating co, times)
ensuring that
(*) Let es< w1be limit, PO c Q* be countable, and suppose:
(a) for every fe PO for some a < s, (Dom f) U (Range f) c CV0a;
(b) every finitefe Q*, (Domf) U (Rangef) c 0>s is in PO;
(c) if f, gePO, f U ge Q* thenf U gePO;
(d) iffe PO,a < s, then for some g, f c g e PO,a(g) ? a.
Then there isfe Q*, a(f) = 3, such that for every a < Jjf r (w0>a)E PO.
To ensure one instance of (*) we use 1.5 (we have to replace acWby e3, but this is
trivial). So after co times "we catch our tail", i.e. consider all possible PO's(possible by the S-properness, and we can iterate by the previous lemmas, or even ? 1)
as the S-chain condition implies S-properness).
Now (*) trivially ensures that Q* is S-proper for every oracle S, so we are
finished.
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THEOREM 4.7. It is consistent with ZFC + 2K0=ti2 (if ZFC is consistent) that
there is a universal(linear) order of power t1.
REMARKS. The situation for the existence of saturated model of a first-order
theory T of power 2, is known, see [Sh 1, VIII 4.7]. As for universal models, is was
known that A='>2 > ITI is sufficient, and it was natural to assume that for
unstable theories this condition is also necessary. Note that if we add x2 Cohen
reals there is no universal order of power x1.
Problem. (1) For which T can we prove the analog of 4.7?
(2) Is there a condition ensuring T has a universal model of power 2 if A= >2?
(3) Generalize 4.7 to larger cardinals, even > 20o.
DEFINITION 4.8. Let K be the class of orders M of power 41 satisfying:
(1) M has cofinality 41, moreover for every a E M, {b: b < a} has cofinality 41.
(2) M = U i<(01Mi, Mi increasing, continuous, each Mj has the order type of
b < x)}
the rationals, and for every a e M-Mj, {b e M: (V x e Mi ) (a < x
has confinality t1 and the set of Dedekind cuts of M, realized by members of
M - Mj, is of the second category.
(1)*, (2)* The same as (1), and (2) for the inverse order.
PROOF OF 4.7. Clearly every order of power xi, can be embedded into a member
of K, provided that there is a set of reals of the second category of power 81. So
we imitate the proof of 2.4 (in ?4), making any two members of Kisomorphic.
Given M, Ne K, let M = U ioj M2, N = U N<,,vi so that <Mj: i < cw,>,
<Ni: i < co,> are as required in (2), and (2)* simultaneously. We want to use Q*=
{f: f as an isomophism from Mj onto Nj, for some i < co,, such that: for every
x e M - Mi there is y e N - Nj and for every y e N - N, there is x e M -M
such that (V a e Mj)(a < x _ f(a) < y)}.
Again we have to do preliminary forcing to make Q* proper.
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